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9.0 OBJECTIVES 

This unit is intended to acquaint you with the social structures on which political 
institutions base their actions. However given the fact that there are different 
ways of looking at social structures the orientation of political action depends on 
the understanding of social structures. After going through this unit: we hope, you 
would: 

Understand the relation between social structures and social practices; 

Highlight the different approaches to the understanding of social structures; 

Relate the political institutions to social structures; and 

Outline the different perspectives on social stratification. 

9.1 INTRODUCTION 

In common language we often ascribe the successes or failures of political action 
to certain social realities such as class, nation, caste, religion, gender and so on. 
For instance, we might say that the continued prevalence of untouchability in 
India has effectively limited the benefits of affirmative action reaching out to 
dalits; or women's political participation has been thwarted by gcnder exploitation. 
We, often, say that such and such a political decision or outcome has been due 
to the presence or absence of certain social structures. Most of us are aware 
that the course of public decision-making is not merely based on rule of law or 
franchise in a fomlal sense. Such a course also depends on the operation of 
social forces. 

Social structures are not constant. They change and reconstitute themselves. 
They undergo transfornlation with the activity of their members. They are subject 
to changes tllrough scores of ways but more specifically through political &on. 
In India, scholars have pointed out how the electoral process has led to the 
reformulation and reassertion of caste identities. Social agents or actors (members 
of a society) may understand their position and role in social structures 
diffkrently. 
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Society Ecollonly alld State Resources and powers, honours and rankings of social agents widely vary in any 
society. Members composing any society are assigned to roles with demarcated 
functions. A large number of roles that social actors are called upon to play art: 
not of their choosing but are assigned to them. "I did not decide the caste, 
religion and linguistic community that I was born into." 

Although the stratificaitons they beget undergo change, such a change is gradual 
and these stratifications tend to persist over time. 

Social structures and stratification are primary concepts in the writings of several 
major thinkers such as Emile Durkheim, Karl Marx, Max Weber and Levi 
Strauss. Talcott Parsons made concepts of social structure and stratification 
central to his functional analysis. In India democratic politics functions within the 
context of these structures. We cannot understand the political ideas and actions 
of Mahatma Gandhi, Jawaharlal Nehru, B.R. Arnbedkar and Rammanohar Lohia 
and scores of other modem Indian thinkers and political leaders without 
understanding their perspectives on social structures in general and regarding 
structures in India in particular. The orientation and working of political institutions 
greatly depend upon the way they work within these structures. . . 

9.2 MEANING 

'Social Structure' and 'Stratification' are core concepts in social theories. But 
social theories and their approaches widely differ and so do these concepts. 
There are major differences regarding the scope and deternlination of these 
concepts. Besides there are two major streams employing structural analysis and 
explanations: the Structuralists or the Structural-functionalists, or simply, 
Functionalists. Their use of terms, 'structure' and stratification' markedly vary. 
There is a second major stream of Marxists. Max Weber and Karl Marx, 
belonging to these two different streams use their concepts in their own ways. 
Further, there are the terminological problems: Temls such as 'social structure'. 
'social system' and 'social classes'overlap in several respects and so do 'social 
stratification' and 'social formation'. Besides the origins of terms such as 
'structure' and 'stratification' lie with the biological and geological fonllulations of 
19th century. Our approach to social reality today may not be in tune with such 
formulations. 

i) Tentatively, we can say that social structures are ordered relations of parts of 
a whole forming an arrangement in which elements of social life are linked 
together. There is continuity in such relatioils or patterns of interaction over 
time. Therefore, social structures have the following two fold connotations: 

a) They are patterns of interactions between social actors or groups. 

b) They imply relative persistence, endurance and durability over time. 

ii) As in the case of social structures, so with respect to social stratification, 
there are wide differences between social theorists. 

From the structurrll-functional perspective, Talcott Parsons says that social 
stratification is, "The diffe~vntial ranking of human individuals who conlpose a 
given social system and their treatment as superior and inferior relative to one 
another in certain socially significant respects." 

Even if one adopts this definition, the ranking of social agents might vary widely 
as there may not be agreement on the criteria of ranking. If one employs a class 
perspective the meaning of social stratification is markedly in opposition to the 
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functional one. Here the emphasis would not be 'ranking' but on conflict. The Social Structures u ~ ~ d  
Stratificutior 

conflict is on account of exploitation centered around the relations of 
production. Marx makes this clear in one of his formulations of class: 

"In so far as millions of families live under economic conditions of existence 
that separate their mode of llfe, their interests and their culture from those 
of other classes and put them in hostile opposition to the latter they form a 
class". 

Stratification leads social action in certain direction within a social system. (It's 
the grid through which differential communication and deferences are routed). It 
upholds a system of order in terms of which life's opportunities are conferred on 
actors. Marxism suggests that under revolutionary conditions, the revolutionary 
masses make social stratification their primary target of attack and attempt to 
overhaul the relations embedded in it. But short of revolutionary conditions, 
systems of stratification may enable different levels and degrees of mobility to 
social agents. One of the important concepts coined by the late M.N. Srinivas, an 
eminent Indian sociologist to denote such social mobility in India is 
'Sanskritisation' i.e., upward mobility of lower castes in the caste system by 
adopting the beliefs, practices and rituals of the upper castes. 

I 

Check Your Progress 1 

Note: i) Use the space given below for your answer. 

ii) Check your answers with the model answers given at the end of this 
unit. 

1) Give the meaning of social structures. 

2) Read the following and mark the correct answer. Differential ranking is 
termed as: 

a) Social Stratification b) Social Structure 

c) Social System d) Social Class 

9.3 PERSPECTIVES ON SOCIAL STRUCTURES 

The term 'structure' has been employed by many thinkers to understand the 
social world. We can identi@ certain distinct trends among them: , 

9.3.1 Structuralism 

Structuralists emphasise sustaining structures - One of the major intellectual 
tendencies where structures conceived in a variety of ways was given absolute 
primacy and efficacy and the subject as an agency came to be disregarded was 
the tendency called structuralism. In this conception structures were removed 
from the objective worlds and were transposed to the domain of culture, beliefs 
and thought. It discounted the possibility of any direct encounter with the social 
reality as functionalism suggested. The operation of the structures resulted in 
social action and transformation or provided explanations for them. 
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Suclety Ecullolay allJ state One of the earliest manifestations of this tendency was in the study of language. 
Hitherto, it was understood that words and language are expressions of concepts 
and representations of objects. Linguistic structuralism made understanding internal 
to language. A linguistic sign is made of sound image and a concept. The sound 
image relates to the sounds and syllables of the sign; the concept is a mental 
construct. The sound image is the signifier and the concept is the signified. 
Linguistic structuralism pointed out that the relation between the signifier and the 
signified is arbitrary, a matter of convention. There is nothing in common between 
a tree and the word "tree". The crucial relation is not between the sign and the 
real world of objects. It is between the sign and the overall system of language. 
Meaning is arrived at by the relation of differences within sound images working 
together to produce a positive meaning. It is the product of structure and form 
and not of substance, made of concepts or the signified. Language creates 
meaning rather than conveys it. 

In the work of Levi Strauss, the social anthropologist, structure denoted something 
entirely different from the empirical structures of Functionalism. The structure that 
persists is characteristic of human social organisation as such and not the 
structure of a particular society associated with a scientific culture. Scientific 
knowledge is not induced from sensory observations; those observations should be 
made intelligible. He saw widely varied social practices as expressions of a 
theoretically constituted structure. Existing practices do not sustain a structure but 
a variety of social practices can be explained with reference to a single structure. 
Through the concept of structure he attempted to provide universal explanations. 
For him structures were models. 

Structuralism of this kind had a deep impact on Marxism and it was developed by 
the French Philosopher Louis Althusser. He asserted the total separation between 
ideology and science and read it in the works of Marx calling it as 
epistemological break. Structuralism also left a deep impact in psychoanalysis 
particularly in the work of Jacques Lacan. 

The present times have been characterised by a major revolt against structuralism 
in all these forms. Philosophers have called into question the assumptions and 
strivings of structuralists to constitute a social science in the natural science 
model. Post-structuralists have highlighted the historical and framework-relative 
character of the categories employed in social sciences and their inability to be 
univqrsalised. Hermeneutics argues how communication is primarily bound to 
cultural ambiences and decoilstructioilists expose the assumptions underlying .a 
position and ask the possible outcomes if those assuinptions are reversed. There 
is a great return of the subject as the seat of consciousness and deliberate 
pursuit. Structures to the extent they are acknowledged at all a r t  primarily seen 
as the bites of the constitution of the self rather than makers of the self. 

9.3.2 Functionalism 

Functionalists, sometimes called as structural-functionalists, underplay individual 
human initiatives and prefer social structures. The most important representatives 
of this trend are Emile Durkheim, A.R. Radcliffe Brown and Talcott Parsons. 
They see social structures as external to individual actors. These structures vary 
from one society to the other and largely explain the similarity and differences 
between one society and another. The behaviour of individuals in social life is to 
be explained with them in view. They emphasize careful scqtiny of social facts 
and identifjing the patterns of interaction holding them together. They see in 
society a normative order that assigns duties and responsibilities, prevents deviant 
behaviour and ensures value consensus. 
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This trend definitely underplays the role that actors plays in the functioning of the 
social structures and advancing alternatives. It marginalises or ignores the role 
that social a g e n t ~ - ~ l a ~  in understanding the relations they are involved in and 
engages with them in markedly different ways. 

This trend does not adequately distinguish the working of the social structures and 
natural processes. Although it proclaims value-neutrality, it has strong bias t6wards 
maintenance of the existing social order and seeing social change as 
reorganisation existing social structures. 

9.3.3 Marxian 

Marxian : Importance to class-structure and economic relations as basic. 
Marxists have emphasised class-structure as the key to understanding societies. 
Classes are formed on the basis of the relation of social agents to the means of 
production and to social produce as a whole and the resultant solidarity or bonds 
that they produce. In Marxist understanding of class-structure there is an 
overt emphasis on economic relations. It is expressed in the metaphor of 
'base' and 'superstructures'. While the economy constitutes the base, the 
political, cultural, ideological and legal spheres form the superstructure. 

The class structure of a society primarily rests on the relation between two basic 
classes and the role that other classes play is marked by these basic classes. In a 
capitalist society, for instance, the bourgeoisie and the proletariat are the basic 
classes. There might be other classes such as the peasantry. craftsmen, 
professionals, landlords etc. but the role that these classes can play is demarcated 
by the basic classes. 

Marxists understand Classes as those that are formed through class struggle. It is 
in and through political struggles that classes realise their allies and demarcate 
their enemies. 

Marxism does admit the autonomy of political, cultural and ideological structures in 
relation to the economic process. But they are not clear about the nature and 
scope of this autonomy. Marxists do admit the existence of autonomous social 
strata and factions but they are encapsulated within classes. They find it difficult 
to explain cross-class and trans-class phenomena such as identity and gender 
issues. While Marxists do recognise the autonomy of human agency, its relation to 
class-structure is highly debatable. Besides, Marxists have not adequately 
conceptualised the relation between class-structure. the moral donlain and the 
persistence of social stability. In India the relation between class structure and 
caste structure has been a very co~nplex one to be explained. 

9.3.4 Weberian 

Max Weber: Multi-dimensional and integrated approach 
Max Weber, emphasised a multi-dimentional approach to understand social 
structures. He attempted to integrate structure and agency, material and 
normative dimensions. He highlighted the $le of the knowing subject and did 
not see himher as passive receptacles of the operation of the social structures. 
He argued that meaning is not intrinsic to the social world waiting to be 
discovered through rational inquiry. Human actors interpret and construct the 
nieaning of the social world around them. Different viewpoints enlbodying 
different values and interests, may. thcrcfore. mean different readings of the social 
structures. Weber argued that 'unintended consequences of action' beget social 
structures such as markets. liioney and language. The rise of capitalism, lle 
suggested, was the outconie of the Protestant Ethic which developed anlong its 

Social Structures a111 

Stratif icutlu~ 
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Society Economy and State adherents selfdiscipline and moral accountability for their actions to God in view 
of personal salvation. 

Max Weber distinguished between Power and Authority. Authority is legitimate 
power. Legitimate authority involves an element of voluntary compliance. He 
identified three sources of authority: traditional, legal-rational and charismatic. 
Traditional authority is ascriptive and inherited; legal-rational authority is based on 
calculability, intellectualisation and impersonal logic of goaldirected action; and 
charismatic authority is extraordinary personal power identified in and with a 
particular individual. Weber preferred the State, and particularly the bureaucracy 
as the fountain of power. Power represents action likely to succeed even against 
opposition and resistance of those to whom it is applied. Bureaucracy embodies 
legal-ratianal authority which he saw as undermining other forms of authority such 
as traditional and charismatic. He thought that the process of rationalisation, 
understood as calculability, intellectualisation and impersonal and goaldirected 
action, are increasingly overtaking human activity. This affects all institutions. He 
uses the metaphor of iron-cage to denote a situation where concern for means 
and instruments drives nut the concern for human ends. 

Although Weber's conception of structure attempts to relate agency and 
subjectivity with external reality, it suggests little inter-subjective bond between 
social actors. In its absence rational-legal domain of the state alone becomes the 
normal sncial bond, suggesting the metaphor of 'iron-cage'. Weber accords little 
consideraticl.. 2 r  democracy and active citizenship to sustain social relations. His 
understanding of the social structure under the modern conditions conception 
constantly calls for charismatic spells of one kind or another to sustain people's 
engagement with the social order. But charisma cannot be anticipated, calculated 
and predictable. It's a double-edged sword. Therefore, rational-legal authority will 
always attempt to keep it at bay. Weber does not adequately engage with the 
inequality of wealth, power and status. There is little to suggest that he thought 
that it was the responsibility of the state to promote an equalitarian order. A 
shared moral domain cannot arise in a Weberian framework. 

9.3.5 Weberian and  Mrrxian - Integration-Habermrs 

One of the important thinkers of our times who has carried the Weberian 
conception further, while maintaining an interface with Marxism, is Jurgen 
Habermas. He recognises the role of social structures and the calculative and 
predictive orientation they suggest but he also takes into account the dimension of 
power and domination built into them. At the same time he takes seriously the 
potentiality of arriving at meaning built into language communication. 

Check Your Progress 2 

Note: i) Use the space given below for your answer. 

ii) Check your answers with the model answers given at the end of this 
unit. 

1) Outline the hnctionalist understanding of social structures. 
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2) Highlight three characteristics of social class as understood by Marxists. 

........................................................................................................................ 

3) Choose the correct answer 

For Levi Strauss, structure is: 

a) empirical 

b) model 

c) rational 

d) particular 

4) What is the difference between Structuralism and Structural-Functionalism? 

9.4 SOCIAL STRATIFICATION 

In tlie earlier section: we dealt with the issue of social stn~ctures and how 
tl~inkers of different streams like Structuralists: Functionalists, Weberians and 
Marxists interpreted them. We also noted differences among them. In this Section 
we will read about stratification or layers in a society. 

Stratification has a great deal to do with the prospects of any specific political 
system. Aristotle suggested that the viability of constitutional government rests on 
a particular kind of stratification. Lenin argued for the prospect of socialist 
transformation of Tsarist Russia based on an understanding of its changing social 
stratification. 

9.4.1 The Marxist Approach 

Marx employs ownership and control over the means of production and 
relationship of social agents to the process of production as the criteria for social 
stratification. Marx also uses the concepts of strata and factions to indicate the 
clasting interests found in a class. 

Classes 

In a country like India, Marsists wvould identifjl thc following classes: a) The 
bourgeoisie (to indicate lnaiilly the industrial bourgeoisie) who own and control 
the means of production and appropriate surplus; b) the landlords who own or 
enjoy title over land, play little role in the production process but obtain a share of 
the produce for tl~emselves; c) the workers (to indicate generally the industrial 
proletariat) who do not own or control the means of production but depend on 
their labouring capacity for their livelihood; d) the peasantry, distinguishable into 
diverse strata and possessing different extent of land and other means of 
production but who at the same time directly participate in the process of 
production. (The rich peasant is a problematic class/strata in this class/category. 

Social Structures and 
Stratificatiull 
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Society, Ecolbullly ulld Sfufc I n  sollie respects he is akin to the industrial bourgeoisie but in other respects to 
the peasant). This stratum is also inclusive of the rural proletariat made of 
landless workers and marginal peasantry who generally live off by working for 
others; and the e) pettit bourgeoisie made of professionals, the traders and the 
craftsmell who are not directly involved in the production process but play a 
variegated set of roles in terms of extending services and imparting skills. 

Class consciousness : In fact even if a group held a number of objective 
characteristics akin to a class but which does not possess consciousness, to that 
extent it could not be considered as a class. Manr distinguished different members 
of a class. First, members of a class who are least conscious of being members 
and whose practices, other than the economic, have little to do with their class 
position. Secondly, there is a class-in-itself. Here, a class collectively pursues 
measures to better its lot in existing class structure by promoting its particular 
demands such as workers fighting for better wages. Thirdly; there is the clrss- 
for-itself. A class pilrsucs its class interests without being intimidated by the 
prevailing class-structure. 

One of the 111ost i~iiportant contributions in the understanding of social stratification 
from the Marxist perspective has been the work of Antonio Gramsci, the Italian 
Marxist theoretician. He asked the question how dominant classes continue to 
dominate over societies based primarily on class stratification. One of the 
concept: that he used to explain it was 'hegemony'. It denotes not merely 
domination out leadership wherein the consent of the dominated is elicited through 
several ways. 

9.4.2 The Weberian Approach 

While Marx based social stratification on class, Weber introduced a niodel of 
stratification based on CLASS, STATUS AND POWER. He understood class 
very differently. For him a class is composed of people who have life chances in 
conunon as determined by their power to dispose of goods and skills for the sake 
of income: 'The crucial aspect of class is its situation in the market. Class 
conscious~~ess is not a requirement for the ~iiakiny of a class. 

Status reRrs to the social ranking, honour and esteem that a group is held in. 
These are attributes attached to particular styles of life and groups are ranked as 
high or low accordingly. Ranking, styles and avocations in terms of status vary 
from one society to the other. Therefore, while class is universalistic, status tends 
to be more particularistic. For example in India the caste system is a specific 
mode of expression of status. Ritual ranking attached to caste becomes one of 
the major factors of stratification. 

Weber saw power as chance of a man or group to realise their will even against 
opposition of others. He thereby dispersed power across individual agents. This 
was very much unlike Marx who saw power primarily as a class-relation. At tlie 
same time Weber attributed the monopoly of coercive power to tlie state. In this ' 
conceptiofi there was little place for intcm~ediary institutions bet\\reen the state 
and individual social agents. 

For Webet' all the three fomis of stratification. Class. Status and Power may 
coliverye i~ terms of solile social agents or they need not. Further, sometimes 
anyone: of tliem could affect tlie other two or could be translated into the other. 
They however, cannot be reduced to a single form. Weber also saw stratification 
in ter..ls of two models: ascriptive and achievement. Ascriptive stratification: be it 
class, status or power is based on inherited characteristics. Achievement is the 
successful attainme~it of the concerned individual or group. 
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9.4.3 The Functionalist Approach 

The hnctionalist approach to stratification is associated with such thinkers as 
Eniile Durkheirn, Kingsley Davis, Talcott Parsons and Robert K. Merton. 
Functio~mlists look at modem society as a complex of highly differentiated system 
of robs. Different men and women have to be persuaded to assunle these roles. 
Stratification is based on role allocation. Roles set different goals for individuals 
and groups. 

Functionalists see stratification as the mechanism through which society 
encourages men and women to seek to achieve the diverse positions necessary in 
a co~nplex system. The positions require different skills and are endowed with 
different rewards. Through stratification motivation is provided to social agents to 
perfonn their roles. The status corresponding to the roles imparts recognition. 
Talcott Parsons has pointed out three sets of characteristics which are used as 
the basis of ranking: 

a )  Possessions: i.c. those attributes that people own 

b) Qualities belonging to individuals including race, lineage or sex 

c) Performances: i.e. evaluation of the way roles are fulfilled 

Different societies emphasise different characteristics: Feudal society stressed on 
ascribed qualities; a capitalist society values possessions and a conuilunist society 
on performance. 

Functionalists feel that industrial society with its division of labour encourage only 
one set of values those involving individual success. It results in anonlie or 
alienation. A stable society they feel is a prerequisite for integrated personality. 
Fu+er as stratification based on role allocation involves inequality it calls for 
ideological justification that explains, justifies and propagates the system of 
inequality. Therefore functionalists accord a great deal of importance on patterns 
of social solidarity embodying moral consensus and normative regulation. They see 
a major role for religion in this task. 

Check Your Progress 3 

Note: i) Use the space given below for your answer. 

ii) Check your answers with tlie model answers given at the elid of 
this unit. 

1) Read the following carefully and mark the correct answer. 

For Weber class is based on I 

a) Ownership and control of means of production 

b) Esteem and status 

c) Shared life-chances , 

d) Social role 

2) Wliy do hnctionalists stress on social solidarity based on moral consensus 
and norms'? 
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Suciety E c o ~ ~ o ~ n y  811a State 
9.5 LET US SUM UP 

The unit we read explained first the meaning of social structures and how 
different thinkers conceived the idea. Social structures which forni the basis for 
explaining social behaviour and policies, is simply a relation of coilstituting parts to 
the constituent whole. Elements of social life are linked together in a broad 
encompassi~ig pattern. Social structure links individuals and lends a definite 
behaviour. Structuralists, like Levi Strauss held out structures as universal models 
while Functionalists explained the behaviour of individual ine~nbers referring to the 
social structures in wl~ich they are present. Both discouraged individual initiatives. 
however giving primacy to the maintenance of structural whole: whereas Max 
Weber preferred a niulti dimensional approach, distinguished between Power, 
Authority and legitimacy and gave importance to individuals to operate social 
structures. Karl Mam saw structure in terms of class layers which stresses 
economic considerations as the base over which are built legal, political and 
cultural systems. 

After we understood social structures through divergent approaches, we discussed 
how structures are divided. This is called stratification. The need for study of 
stratification is because it niakes constitution of democratic govenullent viable, 
according to Aristotle, and establishment of Socialism possible: as Lenin thought. 

For Mam, social stratification provided the means to study relationship of the 
owners of the nleans of production and the entire processes of such a production. 

Mam divided the society according to different classes based on their economic 
activities and foui~d out possibilities of a class consciousiless or conunon 
belongingness to a certain class existing. Following in the footsteps of Man,  
Antonio Granlsci analysed the behaviour of dominant classes in society calling the 
relationship as 'hegemony'. Max Weber viewed stratification in terms of Class, 
Status and Power and denied the necessity of class consciousness to constitute a 
class. He distinguished between class (generalistic). 

Status (particularistic) and Power (as a will or capacity of nien to realise a goal 
even midst opposition) but maintained that there is a possibility of convergence 
between the three social categories. Thinkers, such as Enlile Durkheim, Davis, 
Talcott Parsons and Robert Merton who come under the group, Functionalists, 
saw great hopes in social stratification as it offered members opportunities to 
achieve positions, roles and goals necessary for advanceme~lt in a moden1 
con~plex society. Roles depend on the individual's possessions, qualities due to 
birth, and perfonnances of services. They call for integrated personality and social 
solidarity. Agents that bring about such a stability are inoral consensus, religion. 
and rules and regulations. 
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9.7 ANSWERS TO CHECK YOUR PROGRESS 
Social Structures ~ I I C I  

Stratification 

EXERCISES 

Check Your Progress 1 

1) Social structure is an arrange~iient where elenieiits of social life are linked 
together. They are durable and consistent. 

Check Your Progress 2 

1) I11 the views of Functionalists or structural-Functionalists, Social structures are 
niorc important than the role individual citizenslnienibers play. They also 
emphasise normative bel~aviour and rules of a social structure and are 
concerned about how a societal structure is held together. Social facts, 
according to them, should be scrutinised. Individuals' duties and responsibilities 
arc given great stress. Thus, ~naintaining the existing order is their concern. 

2) For Marxists understanding social classes is based on: relationship of social 
agents to the means of production and to social produce (Economic relations 
are emphasised): Political, Cultural, legal and ideological areas form a 
superstructure on the econoniic base; class struggle or political struggle as 
determinant of class formation. 

3) Structuralism understood structures not as empirical structures as conceived by 
Functionalists but as characteristics of general human social organisation To 
the structuralist, structure does not relate to a particular Society and Culture. 
Social practices can be understood referring to the structure. Structures are 
models of universal Functionalists which explain behaviour of individuals in 
social life with reference to structures. For them a society assigns duties and 
responsibilities, prevents deviant behaviour of individual members and promotes 
value consensus. But both these approaches downplay individual initiatives. 

Check Your Progress 3 

1) Industrial society, laying stress on a single set of values and division of labour 
tends to alienate individuals. For the development of an integrated personality, 
a stable society is needed. Such a society is possible only if there is moral 
consensus and norms are followed and vice-vcrsa. 
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